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Confidence Level:

The sample size provides a 95% con�dence level and 
6.4% margin of error (i.e., if the study was completed 
100 times, 95% of the studies would generate results 
within 6.4% of the current study).

A central question asked by incentive program consulting companies, as well as companies 
interested in implementing programs, has to do with spending within the industry in general, as 
well as what the spending is for.  In this paper, we provide insights.

TOTAL

program spend by audience
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Data reported here includes survey results from our 
2015 national sampling of reward and recognition 
"end users” of sales, channel, and employee 
programs.  Additional papers in this series include 
the following:
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The typical company spends less than $50,000 per year on their program(s), regardless of the 
program audience.  This is due to the vast number of small businesses in relation to larger �rms.

OVERALL

Reward and recognition “end-users” in �rms with 
annual revenue of $1 million or more.  The following 
shows �nal survey distribution of respondents who 
had some level of responsibility for non-cash 
programs for their salespeople, for channel/dealer 
partners (the end-user company’s distribution 
channel), or for their employees. 

About The End-User Survey

Audience: 

SALES PROGRAMS 

Less than $50,000 $50,000 to $99,900 $100,000 to $249,999 $250,000 to $499,999 $500,000 or more

EMPLOYEE PROGRAMS CHANNEL PROGRAMS 

61% 

24% 

8% 5%  1% 

48% 

35% 

12% 
3% 1% 

67% 

17% 
10% 

3% 3% 

program spend by company revenue

Smaller �rms most frequently report spending less than $50,000 per year on Sales programs. 
More robust investment in Sales programs can be seen once �rms pass the $10M revenue mark, 
and increases are apparent as company size grows. It is possible that total spend on Sales 
programs was not captured in the largest of �rms, due to distributed spend across numerous 
divisions and operating units.

Sales incentive program spend

Quite a bit of variations exist relative to program type.  On this and the following page, we cover 
program spend by company revenue, starting with sales programs below.  Channel and 
employee program spend rates by company revenue follow on the next page. 

$1MM
to $9.9 MM

67% 

25% 

4% 4% 
<1% 

$10 MM
to $99 MM

24% 
19% 

38% 

14% 
5% 

$100 MM
To $999 MM

19% 

31% 

13% 13% 

25% 

$1 B +

15% 
26% 

15% 19% 
26% 

Less than $50,000 $50,000 to $99,900 $100,000 to $249,999 $250,000 to $499,999 $500,000 or more
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program spend by company revenue
CHannel incentive program spend

Half of smaller �rms report spending less than $50,000 per year on Channel programs.  Investment 
in Channel programs increases as �rms pass the $10M revenue mark, and continues to increase as 
company size grows. It is possible that total spend on Channel programs was not captured in the 
largest of �rms, due to distributed spend across numerous divisions and operating units.

Less than $50,000 $50,000 to $99,900 $100,000 to $249,999 $250,000 to $499,999 $500,000 or more

$1MM
to $9.9 MM

<1% <1% 

50% 
40% 

10% 

$10 MM
to $99 MM

38% 

<1% 

25% 25% 
13% 

$100 MM
To $999 MM

7% 7% 

60% 

20% 
9% 

$1 B +

25% 
17% 17% 

41% 

<1% 

Employee program spend

The majority of small �rms spend less than $50,000 per year on employee programs, and this level 
of spending is also seen among a considerable proportion of larger �rms.  Within the largest 
companies, spending on employee programs increases dramatically. It is possible that total spend 
on employee programs was not captured in the largest of �rms, due to distributed spend across 
numerous divisions and operating units.

$1MM
to $9.9 MM

70% 

15% 
9% 

3% 3% 

$10 MM
to $99 MM

<1% 

50% 

29% 

18% 

3% 

$100 MM
To $999 MM

30% 
23% 

16% 
9% 

21% 

$1 B +

14% 16% 16% 20% 
32% 

Less than $50,000 $50,000 to $99,900 $100,000 to $249,999 $250,000 to $499,999 $500,000 or more

$1MM
to $9.9 MM

45% 

31% 
24% 

$10 MM
to $99 MM

40% 

16% 

44% 

$100 MM
To $999 MM

17% 
24% 

59% 

$1 B +

4% 

19% 

76% 

 < $50,000  $50,000 to $99,999 $100,000 + 

Total Spend (cross audience) by Frm Size

Many companies operate programs across 
multiple audiences, often with programs 
running simultaneous to one another.

When combining the budgets across these 
multiple programs (for example, Sales and 
Employee program spending), the relationship 
between reward and recognition spend and 
company size becomes more apparent.  

program Rewards & Recognition
The pages that follow outline reward and recognition provided for sales, channel, and employee programs. These were described for respondents as the following:

Recognition award examples given were perks to recognize participants such as time o� from work, parking spots, free 
lunches, etc.  For channel programs, these might include simple “thank you’s” to recognize channel/dealer personnel.

Recognition Awards

Recogntion event examples were gatherings or awards to recognize participants such as recognition ceremonies, 
meetings or recognition awards.  For sales and employee programs, examples include “Employee of the Month.”  For 
channel programs, an example is recognition for brand compliance.

Recognition Events

Symbolic award examples are things like plaques and trophies.  These apply to sales, employee and channel programs. Symbolic Awards

Merchandise award examples provided to study participants was “merchandise or other awards used as part of an 
incentive or recognition program.  Rewards may be a variety of products of di�ering values.”

Merchandise Awards

Group incentive trip examples were group travel  experiences -- where travel is the key award.  Participants may earn a spot 
on a group travel program, or able to select from various travel packages.   Travel experiences can include rooms and other 
gifts, entertainment, etc., provided during the experience. 

Group Incentive Trips
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Recognition awards, recognition events, and gift cards are 
the most common types of recognition/reward utilized, 
regardless of program audience. Excepting the absence of 
group incentive travel within Employee programs, the 
various recognition and reward types are represented in all 
program types.

Recognition Awards

Recognition Events

Logo’d Merchandise

Symbolic Awards

Gift Cards/Gift Certificates

Merchandise Awards

Individual Travel

Group Incentive Trips

78% 

46% 

55% 
52% 

59% 

45% 
29% 

Sales PROGRAMS CHANNEL PROGRAMS EMPLOYEE PROGAMS

30% 
46% 

32% 

78% 

84% 
59% 

16% 
28% 

23% 

24% 

16% 
37% 

1% 
18% 

21% 

47% 

39% 

59% 

Incidence of Points-based 
programs by award type
For programs o�ering merchandise or individual travel 
awards, points-based systems of earning and redemption 
are used to varying degrees, depending on audience type. 
Channel programs have a very high incidence of points 
programs for both merchandise and individual travel, while 
points are more common for merchandise-based Sales 
programs than those including individual travel. Points are 
not common within Employee programs.

Sales PROGRAMS CHANNEL PROGRAMS EMPLOYEE PROGAMS

Merchandise Awards
Individual Travel

95% 

58% 

18% 

76% 

14% 16% 

Food and beverages

Electronic items

Apparel

Home Improvement items/tools

Jewelry/accessories

Writing instruments

Housewares

Sporting/recreational goods

Watches/clocks

Luggage

Home decor

Other
5% 

19% 

21% 

22% 

24% 

34% 

35% 

37% 

39% 

74% 

76% 

80% 

<1% 

32% 

32% 

32% 

32% 

<1% 

63% 

31% 

32% 

33% 

68% 

100% 

7% 

22% 

39% 

33% 

46% 

6% 

7% 

11% 

9% 

59% 

76% 

63% 

Sales PROGRAMS CHANNEL PROGRAMS EMPLOYEE PROGAMS

Electronics take the top spot in Employee programs, 
followed by food and beverages and apparel. Sporting 
goods, luggage, watches and clocks, and home décor are 
other categories favored for Employee programs.

Employee programs

merchandise usage by audience

Food and beverages are ubiquitous within Channel 
programs, while electronics and writing instruments also 
make a strong showing. Housewares are absent within 
Channel programs.

channel programs

Three merchandise categories dominate in terms of preva-
lence in Sales programs: food and beverages, electronics, 
and apparel. The remaining categories of merchandise are 
not negligible – the least-frequent categories are found in 
one out of �ve programs.

sales programs
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Incidence of cash as non-compensation reward
When asked if their non-compensation reward mix includes cash, a large percentage of 
companies responded in the a�rmative. However, when asked to describe these cash 
rewards, many program managers mention bonuses and gift cards. The implications are 
twofold:  there is not a commonly-understood line between compensation and rewards, 
and gift cards are considered cash-like to some program managers.

Sales PROGRAMS CHANNEL PROGRAMS EMPLOYEE PROGAMS

71% 
66% 

61% 

reward & recognition preference by program rule strUcture
In terms of the application of speci�c types of reward and recognition, buyers were asked about various program rule structures and the types of 
reward and recognition they prefer in each of these circumstances. Some reward and recognition types are preferred more or less than others 
depending on programs. The broader learning, however, is that all types of rewards and recognition are used to reward participants for all types of 
programs.

9% 17% 11% 2% 13% 

19% 17% 12% 29% 19% 

7% 8% 24% 12% 10% 

52% 46% 59% 85% 10% 

13% 8% 21% 46% 19% 

18% 8% 1% -- 31% 

38% 17% 55% 38% 32% 

12% 11% 40% 19% 33% 

23% 23% 18% 28% 25% 

26% 23% 8% 32% 50% 

23% 22% 35% 27% 50% 

36% 25% 55% 42% 1% 

11% 22% 55% 29% 25% 

11% 22% 18% 14% 25% 

39% 45% 38% 2% 50% 

34% 29% 38% 41% 25% 

10% 6% 3% 13% 14% 

4% 7% 2% 22% 14% 

26% 27% 4% 4% 7% 

28% 49% 61% 72% 52% 

6% 12% -- 8% 15% 

-- 1% 2% -- 1% 

32% 23% 15% 37% 15% 

36% 4% 42% 23% 28% 

Example Interpretations

Sales PROGRAMS

Among those with sales 
quota programs, 9% prefer 
merchandise awards.

CHANNEL PROGRAMS

Among those with sales quota 
programs, 23% prefer merchan-
dise awards.

EMPLOYEE PROGAMS

Among those with service 
anniversary programs, 10% 
prefer merchandise awards.
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Follow the Incentive Federation on Twitter 
@IncentiveFed

For additional papers within this series, or for
more information about the Incentive Federation,

please visit:


